[Synthesis and central none-opioid analgesic activity of SIPI5047].
Compound SIPI5047 was synthesize by using piperazine as starting material in five reaction steps, and its central none-opioid analgesic activity was studied. Its analgesic activity, pharmacological mechanism, action type and drug dependence were well studied in vivo and in vitro. The results show that SIPI5047 has potent analgesic activities in vivo, which is quite similar to morphine and also much more powerful than paracetamol. SIPI5047 has no efficacy to reduce fever or inflammation, but has an obvious action on central nervous system. SIPI5057 has no apparent affinity with the mu-receptor and it is an antagonist that acts on the polyamine site of the NMDA receptor. SIPI5057 appears no drug dependence. SIPI5047 is a novel central none-opioid analgesic agent and more worthy of further research as a new drug candidate.